Load-Dependent Assembly of the Bacterial Flagellar Motor
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ABSTRACT It is becoming clear that the bacterial flagellar motor output is important not only for bacterial locomotion but also for mediating the transition from liquid to surface living. The output of the flagellar motor changes with the mechanical load placed on it by the external environment: at a higher load, the motor runs more slowly and produces higher torque. Here we show that the number of torque-generating units bound to the flagellar motor also depends on the external mechanical load, with fewer stators at lower loads. Stalled motors contained at least as many stators as rotating motors at high load, indicating that rotation is unnecessary for stator binding. Mutant stators incapable of generating torque could not be detected around the motor. We speculate that a component of the bacterial flagellar motor senses external load and mediates the strength of stator binding to the rest of the motor.

RESULTS


It is becoming clear that the bacterial flagellar motor output is important not only for bacterial locomotion but also for mediating the transition from liquid to surface living. The output of the flagellar motor changes with the mechanical load placed on it by the external environment: at a higher load, the motor runs more slowly and produces higher torque. Here we show that the number of torque-generating units bound to the flagellar motor also depends on the external mechanical load, with fewer stators at lower loads. Stalled motors contained at least as many stators as rotating motors at high load, indicating that rotation is unnecessary for stator binding. Mutant stators incapable of generating torque could not be detected around the motor. We speculate that a component of the bacterial flagellar motor senses external load and mediates the strength of stator binding to the rest of the motor.

The transition between liquid living and surface living is important in the life cycles of many bacteria. In this paper, we describe how the flagellar motor, used by bacteria for locomotion through liquid media and across solid surfaces, is capable of adjusting the number of bound stator units to better suit the external load conditions. By stalling motors using external magnetic fields, we also show that rotation is not required for maintenance of stators around the motor; instead, torque production is the essential factor for motor stability. These new results, in addition to previous data, lead us to hypothesize that the motor stators function as mechanosensors as well as functioning as torque-generating units.

Many bacterial species swim, driven by transmembrane molecular motors rotating extracellular flagellar filaments. In some species, for example, Salmonella, motor rotation is required both for swimming through liquid media (1) and for swarming across solid surfaces (2). Flagellar motors contain a series of rotating protein rings (3). A schematic of the Escherichia coli flagellar motor can be seen in Fig. 1a. The C-ring, also called the switch complex, is made of 26 or more copies of FliG, 34 to 35 of FliM, and ~140 of FliN. The C-ring connects via the transmembrane rod to the extracellular flagellar filament and interacts with cell wall-anchored transmembrane stator complexes formed by the proteins MotA and MotB. E. coli motors are bidirectional: motors can switch between counterclockwise (CCW) and clockwise (CW) rotation in response to chemosensory signals, with switching transmitted through C-ring proteins FliM and FliN on the cytoplasmic side of FliG.

E. coli motors have been shown to be dynamic rather than stable structures, with protein components exchanging between working motors and cellular pools of “spares” in response to different intra- and extracellular signals. The stator protein MotB in E. coli, labeled with green fluorescent protein (GFP-MotB), was the first shown to exchange. Each GFP-MotB molecule remained bound to the motor for an average of only 30 s (4). The rotor protein FliM also exchanges on a slightly longer time scale but only in the presence of the switch regulator CheY (5). FliM exchange has been explained as part of a mechanism of adaptation of the motor switch to variations in the concentrations of chemotaxis proteins, allowing motors to remain in the hypersensitive switching range of their response curve to the CheY concentration (6).

The stability of stator binding to the flagellar motor depends upon the ion-motive force (IMF) that drives flagellar rotation. Stators leave both Na+ and H+–driven motors when IMF is disrupted and return after IMF restoration (7–9). The mechanism for this process is unknown. Removing the IMF stops both torque and rotation of the motor, and either could be the direct trigger for stator loss.

There can be at least 11 stators associated with a rotor, but it is also known that at low loads a single stator can rotate the E. coli motor at full speed (10). Here we show that reducing the load reduces the number of stators in a motor and therefore presumably their binding affinity for the motor. In contrast, motors that were stalled for up to 300 s still contained the maximum number of stators. These results support the hypothesis that torque, but not rotation, is necessary for stators to bind stably to the motor, allowing motors to change the number of bound stators to suit their environment.

RESULTS

Correlation between stator number and motor speed at high load. Although a maximum of ~11 stators are thought to be able...
to bind to the *E. coli* flagellar motor at high load, the transient nature of stator binding (4, 9) means that not all binding sites are necessarily occupied at any given time, even under high-load conditions. We investigated the relationship between motor speed and the number of stators bound to a functioning flagellar motor. Previous “resurrection” studies have shown that stator binding results in an increase in speed, but those experiments do not rule out the possibility of a semistable “bound but inactive” state for stators (10).

We measured the fluorescence intensity of motor spots in functioning motors while simultaneously measuring motor speed by monitoring the rotation of attached polystyrene beads. A schematic of the experiment can be seen in Fig. 1b. Figure 2a shows the mean intensity of GFP-MotB spots localized to functioning motors, each driving a 1-μm-diameter bead attached to the filament stub (high load), versus the simultaneously measured motor speed. Spot intensity was measured by epifluorescence microscopy using constant illumination intensity and exposure time, allowing direct comparison of relative motor spot intensities, and was normalized by dividing by the intensity of the fastest motor measured.

The intensity of each motor spot is proportional to the number of GFP-tagged MotB molecules in the motor (4). Thus, a straight line through the origin in Fig. 2a would indicate direct propor-
tionality between stator number and speed, which would be expected if all stators in all motors measured generated the same torque. However, data points lie above this line, suggesting that other factors such as reduced IMFs or longer flagellar filament stubs may also contribute to lowered motor speeds. The previously observed dependence of stator binding on IMF may also explain why some motors have fewer stators than others: the data points toward the left in Fig. 2a would then correspond to motors with fewer stators and less speed per stator, both of which could be the consequence of lower IMF. The speed per stator at high load is proportional to IMF (11), and with spot intensity as a proxy for stator number, plotting spot intensity versus speed/intensity (Fig. 2a, inset) provides an indication of the possible dependence of stator number on IMF.

Regardless of these subtleties, slower motors were generally less fluorescent. This demonstrates both that fluorescence measurements can distinguish between different numbers of bound stators in functioning motors and that inactive or nonfunctional stators do not stably bind to the motor. The variability in stator number under high load is consistent with continuous stator exchange, leading to some motors having less than the maximum number of stators at any given time.

To further test the hypothesis that nonfunctional stators do not bind stably, we mutated chromosomal gfp-motB to express a D32A variant incapable of generating torque (12) and measured stator localization in the resulting E. coli strain (JPA807). Figure 2b shows representative fluorescence images of JPA806 (functional stators) and JPA807 cells with 1-µm-diameter polystyrene beads attached to flagellar filament stubs. We saw no fluorescent spots or bead rotation in 20 cells expressing GFP-MotB/D32A, whereas with functional GFP-MotB, fluorescent spots were observed in >95% of cells with rotating beads. This is consistent with a previous observation that the equivalent mutation in PomB, the homologue of MotB in Na+-driven motors of Vibrio alginolyticus, showed very few fluorescent motor spots compared to the results seen with the functional protein (13).

Stator number varies with external load and motor direction. We measured the effects of load on stator number in functioning flagellar motors. Because observed torque-speed curves are different in CW- and CCW-locked motors (14), we repeated the experiment in both CW- and CCW-locked cells. Figure 3a and b show mean motor spot intensity in CW- and CCW-locked flagellar motors subjected to different viscous loads. Motors were CW locked by induced expression of the constitutively active CheY mutant variant CheY** (15) from plasmid pIND-CheY**. Without this plasmid, cells lacked CheY and were CCW locked. A total of 15 to 25 cells were measured for each load condition except for stalling, where 5 cells were measured. In most cases, external load was adjusted by addition of Ficoll to the motility medium, with motors rotating a 0.35-µm-diameter polystyrene bead. This provided a range of viscous drag coefficients of from 2.1 to 13.2 pN·nm·s (Fig. 3a and b, open circles). Additionally, to control
for possible direct effects of Ficoll, spot intensities in motors driving 1.0-μm-diameter beads without Ficoll were used for the highest load measured in rotating cells (21 pN·nm·s) (Fig. 3a and b, filled circles). These experiments were a repeat of those described for Fig. 3 but without the infrared laser previously used for speed measurement. Fluorescent spots corresponding to stalled CCW-locked motors were also observed (Fig. 3b, filled square; see also Fig. 4). Fluorescence intensities were normalized to the value found for stalled cells, after correcting for the different illumination intensities, as these had the highest fluorescence. Figure 3c shows representative images of motor spots in cells subjected to high, intermediate, and low load conditions. Spot brightness, and thus stator number, increased monotonically with increasing load in both CCW- and CW-locked motors. The CCW spot brightness-versus-load curve shows a discontinuity at intermediate load similar to the “knee” that is seen in the torque-speed curve of CCW but not CW motors (7, 13). However, this difference is close to the limit of experimental uncertainty and should therefore be treated with caution.

Motor rotation is not required for stators to bind to the motor. We examined the response of motors to enforced motor stops by applying an external torque sufficient to stall the motor via the use of 1-μm-diameter magnetic SiO$_2$ beads bound to biotinylated flagellar filament stubs (see Materials and Methods). In the absence of an external magnetic field, motors rotated as before, with the external load provided only by the viscous drag on the attached bead. Application of a linear magnetic field of 20 to 30 mT was sufficient to overcome the motor torque, causing motors to stall within <1 s as beads aligned with the magnetic field. Motor spot brightness was measured before stall and after 300 s of stall. When the magnets were subsequently removed, motors rotated freely again. Brightness measurements for cells before and after stall are shown (Table 1). Representative images of two cells can be seen in Fig. 4. In all cases, motor spots were at least as bright after 300 s of stall as before the stall. The results showed that 3 motors with initial fluorescence intensities close to the maximum observed (Fig. 3) retained similar intensities after stall. Two others that were less bright before stall increased in fluorescence intensity to the same maximum level during stall. This accounts for the observed 23% increase in mean intensity and ~3-fold decrease in standard deviation after stall compared to before stall and suggests that those motors lacking a full complement of stators while rotating recruited a full complement during stall.

### DISCUSSION

We show direct evidence that the number of stators bound to the flagellar motor depends on the external load. Fewer stators are bound to the motor at lower loads. Rough extrapolation of the

![FIG 4](image-url) Representative time-course images of motors driving 1.0 μm magnetic SiO$_2$ beads during stall events. Motors were allowed to rotate freely (left and middle) before being subjected to a stall lasting 300 s (right) through application of an external magnetic field. No spot dissipation was observed during or after stall events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Brightness (arbitrary units) or % difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cell 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before stalling</td>
<td>12,309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 s after stalling</td>
<td>12,534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (%)</td>
<td>+1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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data of Fig. 3 to zero load indicates that the average number of stators under these conditions may be very close to zero. This suggests that zero-load speeds in the *E. coli* flagellar motor may not be independent of stator number as previously reported (10). Rather, with very low average stator numbers at low load, it is possible that any rotating motors found under those conditions contained only a single stator. At medium and high load, many stators are required to generate sufficient motor torque for swimming and swarming across surfaces. In contrast, motors are relatively inefficient at low load (16, 17) and may gain little from the addition of extra stators.

We previously showed that a sufficiently large IMF is necessary to maintain stators in the motor (9). The lack of binding seen with mutant stators (Fig. 3) also suggests that a stator can attach to the motor only if it is able to generate torque or is in the proton-bound conformation (8). The lack of rotation seen in motors with mutant stators is insufficient to explain the lack of binding: our experiments with stalled motors (Fig. 4) showed that motor rotation is not required for stator binding. Indeed, motor stall, which corresponds to the largest torque in our experiments, induced the largest number of bound stators that we observed.

Our observation of reduced stator number at low load is significant for the interpretation of experiments in which torque-speed curves of flagellar motors have been measured by pooling speed measurements from many motors driving different viscous loads but without the measurement of stator numbers (18–20). The reduction in torque at high speed and low load is the consequence of a combination of the torque per stator and the number of stators. If the changes in load and speed are slower than that of stator exchange, torque-speed curves measured on single motors should show similar effects, in which case speed jumps corresponding to stator loss or gain should be observed. This was not reported in a previous torque-speed study (20) in which the time scale was similar to that expected for stator exchange (4). This study, and the recent observation that single-stator torque speed curves in a Na+–driven chimeric flagellar motor (21) show the characteristic concave-down shape typical of previous torque-speed measurements, indicate at least that this feature is not entirely due to stator exchange.

Our data suggest a possible asymmetry in the load dependence of stator binding between CW- and CCW-locked motors (Fig. 3). CW-locked motors generate lower torque at intermediate load than CCW-locked motors, which display a “knee” in torque-speed curves at this point (14). Our spot brightness data show a similar knee at intermediate load for CCW-locked motors only, consistent with the hypothesis that the magnitude of torque determines stator stability and thus that the knee in torque leads to the knee in spot brightness in CCW-locked motors. However, we note that the slight asymmetry visible in Fig. 3 is close to the limit of experimental uncertainty. We also note that under physiological conditions, the typical CW motor interval is shorter than the average stator dissociation time (<1 s compared to ~15 s); stator number is therefore unlikely to change during natural motor switching.

One simple explanation for our observations would be that the magnitude of the torque generated by each stator determines its stability in the motor. This would explain the observed reduction of stator number with reduced ion-motive force, viscous load, and functionality of stator mutants—these factors all share the common feature of reducing the torque generated by each stator. Similarly, it would explain our observation that the stator numbers observed increase with stall, which increases the torque slightly, and the possible asymmetry between CW and CCW-locked motors. A simple conformational change that altered the length of the linker between the cytoplasmic domains of each stator and its point of anchorage to the cell wall could provide mechanosensitivity, as the free-energy difference between long and short forms would contain a term equal to the length change times the force on a stator, which in turn is proportional to the magnitude of torque generated by that stator. For this mechanism to work, the conformational change in the periplasmic domain of MotB would need to be coupled to other conformational changes that have been observed in MotB during stator binding (21, 22). Investigation of the mechanical role of this domain, perhaps using MotB variants with mutant periplasmic regions, would provide a useful test of this model. Alternatively, more complicated mechanisms involving conformational changes in other motor components, sensitive to the change in stator-rotor interface caused by external load, could also be imagined. FlIL is required for correct motor function in several bacterial species, with some ΔflIL mutants being able to swim but unable to swarm (23) and some losing motility entirely (24). FlIL is an integral motor protein, but the exact nature of the interactions between it and the rest of the flagellar motor is unclear. Furthermore, these interactions may differ substantially between different species. A mechanosensory role for the stators, perhaps aided or enhanced by FlIL, would explain the results from this study.

### Materials and Methods

**Strains and cultures.** Four experimental *E. coli* strains were used in this study (see Table 2). Cells were grown aerobically with shaking at 30°C in tryptone broth (10 g liter−1 Bacto-tryptone, 5 g liter−1 sodium chloride) to mid-logarithmic phase (approximate optical density at 600 nm [OD600] of 0.6). Plasmid pNDB-CheY**, when used to complement ΔcheY strains, was induced with IPTG (isopropyl-β-d-thiogalactopyranoside) to a final concentration of 10 μM.

**Experimental procedure.** Fluorescence and motility measurements were taken in *E. coli* motility buffer (10 mM potassium phosphate, 1 mM EDTA). Ficoll solutions, when used, were made from a stock solution of Ficoll 400 (GE Healthcare) diluted with motility buffer to the desired concentration. All concentrations are expressed in wt/vol.

In experiments using polystyrene beads (Sigma-Aldrich), JPA806 cells were stuck to glass coverslips and beads attached to flagellar filament stubs by their mutant “sticky” FlIC**+ flagellar filaments as described previously (25). Ficoll solution was added as a final wash-through step in experiments with viscous media. In experiments where magnetic fields were used to stall flagellar motors, JPA808 cells were treated with maleimide-polyethylene glycol 2 (PEG2)-biotin to biotinylate the filament before they were bound to coverslips in tunnel slides using polysine as described in reference 13. Magnetic *S*<sub>2</sub>O<sub>4</sub> streptavidin-coated beads (Thermo Scientific) (1-μm diameter) were then washed through the tunnel, binding to the biotinylated filaments.

A home-built microscope was used for fluorescence measurements as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Background (reference)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JPA804</td>
<td>Egfp-motB, flicC*</td>
<td>RP437 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPA806</td>
<td>egfp-motB, flicC*, ΔcheY</td>
<td>RP437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPA807</td>
<td>egfp-motB D32A, flicC*, ΔcheY</td>
<td>RP437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPA808</td>
<td>egfp-motB, flicC**+</td>
<td>HCR1688 (29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TABLE 2 List of strains used in this study**

---
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described previously (4). In experiments with polystyrene beads, exposure time and illumination intensity were kept constant at 40 ms and 0.12 μW μm⁻², respectively. Experiments with magnetic beads used an illumination intensity of 0.08 μW μm⁻². A 1,064-nm laser and quadrant photodiode were added to the microscope to allow measurement of motor speed through back focal-plane interferometry as described in reference 25. A sampling rate of 1,000 Hz was used. For stalling experiments, two permanent magnets were installed on the experimental apparatus (one each on the two sides), inducing a linear magnetic field of 20 to 30 mT parallel to the coverslip.

Data analysis. Motor speed was calculated using power spectra of combined (x, y) data as described in reference 26. Data windows of 1 s, beginning at intervals of 0.1 s, were used. All motor speeds given are means of measurements taken over 5 s.

Relative loads for different bead sizes and viscosities were estimated by calculating the viscous drag on the bead for each combination of bead size and Ficoll concentration. Eccentrically rotating beads have a drag coefficient given by \( f = \frac{8 \pi \eta L}{h} + \frac{6 \pi \eta r_b^2}{L} \), where \( \eta \) is viscosity, \( r_b \) is bead radius, and \( L \) is eccentricity (18, 27). Average eccentricities of 1-μm-diameter and 0.35-μm-diameter beads were estimated as 0.2 μm and 0.15 μm, respectively, and correcting factors were applied to account for filament stub drag following Inoue et al. (19). Viscosity values for Ficoll solutions were taken from reference 20. Spot intensity was calculated by subtracting estimated background intensity, individually calculated for each cell by averaging parts of the cell with no motors, from the intensity of regions of interest centered on motor spots and then averaging over the spot region of interest. For stalling experiments, 50 to 100 frame videos of regions of interest centered on motor spots and then averaging over the cell by averaging parts of the cell with no motors, from the intensity of taken of a cell with a rotating bead. Spot intensity was calculated as described previously (4, 9). Briefly, a single image was calculated from 9 traces of JPA04 cells using the same conditions as used for the stalling experiments.
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